The Atkinson Tanktop has been designed and developed in the United Kingdom
by Atkinson Equipment Ltd and is manufactured in-house at the
Atkinson works based in Westbury England.

The latest innovation
from Atkinson Products.

The latest innovation
from Atkinson Products.

The Atkinson Tanktop has been designed
and developed for the oil heating industry by
Atkinson Equipment Ltd.
This unique product is protected by
design certificates No 000472493-0001.

This new initiative product has all the
components required for drawing fuel oil
from the top of the storage tank in one
unit. The Tanktop is the only top off take
that has all six components in one
product:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Floating suction line .
Non-return Valve.
Fully serviceable filter system.
Anti-Siphon valve.
Easy prime button.
10mm Push fit pipe connection.

With top off take it is imperative that
joints are well made, so with only one
push fit joint to make, Tanktop is the
answer to and engineer’s dreams.
The Tanktop is installed in conjunction
with a de-aerator (Tigerloop) or oil lifter.
(Two pipe systems from and back to the
Tank is not recommended).

Atkinson Equipment has 40 years
experience in design and manufacture of
products for the Oil Heating Market and
has involved Burner Manufacturers,
Tank Manufactures and Heating
Engineers in the final design of the
Tanktop to ensure that the product is
compatible with their equipment and
installation methods. The Tanktop has a
built in anti-siphon valve to prevent fuel
siphoning from the tank in the event that
the oil line is compromised, thus
avoiding environmental pollution.
Environment Agencies and OFTEC (Oil
Firing Technical Association)
recommend top off take with all these
built in features.

Prime button
Anti-siphon device
Replaceable Filter
Non Return Valve

Specifications/Standard Features:
Diaphragm Anti Siphon Valve Factory set to
150mb(1.5m negative head)

Tanktop’s can be factory set up to 4m negative
head on request
Anti Spill Valve
Non Return Valve
50 Micron Filter
PVC/Nitrile Floating Suction Tube
Floating Aluminium Fuel Pick Up
Purging/Priming Button
Tank Inlet Fitting 1” BSP With Surface Gasket
Weatherproof Cap Optional/Standard
(dependant on model and fitmet)
EC registered design number: 000472493-0001
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